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Abstract

The paper outlines both author’s independent research and joint, with other scientists, studies of
atmospheric influences on the results of angular and electronic distance measurements in polar
regions and, in particular, in Antarctica. A short description of structure peculiarities of atmospheric
boundary layer is given. A special attention was given to thermal stratification and caused by it
influences on the results of astrogeodetic measurements. Investigation of astronomic refraction was
conducted on the basis of aerological data. An integral of refraction was computed at different zenith
angles for several Antarctic and Arctic stations. Refractive anomalies were calculated by means of
refraction tables. The results of the theoretical and experimental investigations of the terrestrial
vertical refraction in polar regions are given.  Analysis of atmospheric influences on the electronic
distance measurements were carried out by means of the refraction index calculation for light-and
radio waves. The data of aerological soundings and meteorological gradients in the lowest
atmospheric layers were used as initial materials. It should be noted that microwave distance
measurements in Central Antarctica ensure a reliable accuracy in consequence of the very small air
humidity. As regards the electronic distance measurements to satellites the existent models do not
quite ensure the reliable results for laser- and microwave distance measurements in consequence of
peculiarities of the meteorological parameter distributions in atmospheric lower layers in polar
regions and in Central Antarctica, in particular.

1. Introduction

The aim of the study was to determine an extent of atmospheric influences on the results of angular
and electronic distance measurements in polar regions. It should be noted that a satisfactory precision
of accounting of atmospheric influences is provided on the whole at the angular and electronic
distance measurements to objects, located both in atmosphere and outside of it, at zenith distances less
than 70°. Achievement of the precise results at large zenith distances, and especially in the near
horizontal zone, is possible only at reliable representation of atmospheric stratification and  first of all
the boundary and lowest layers. It is accounted for by a heterogeneity of atmospheric structure and its
dynamics and first of all by peculiarities of an air temperature and humidity distribution with a height.

2. Some peculiarities of the vertical distribution of air- temperature and humidity

In polar regions according to long-terms mean monthly aerological sounding data it has been
established that the vertical distribution of air temperature in the boundary layer is characterized
mainly by the stable thermal stratification. In Antarctica two zones by meteorological peculiarities it
should be marked out:

• Antarctic coast zone - it may be present in general after meteorological data of the Mirnyj
station as it characterizes more part of the Antarctic coast situated as effected of the gravity
wind;

• Central Antarctica – for it the most representative is the Vostok station.

The mean capacity of the ground inversion layer amounts 240m over coast and in Central Antarctica –
720m. The ground inversion intensity makes up in average 2.8 and 17.1°C per year accordingly and its
recurrence reaches 75 and 98% [2]. The vertical temperature gradient in the lower 100-metres layer of
the continent centre reaches the extremal values on the terrestrial globe ∼ 40-50°C/100m. Depending



on analysis of skewness At and excess Et coefficients of air temperature in the atmospheric boundary
layer it follows that the vertical temperature distribution in the central region of Antarctica does not
correspond to normal law both in winter and in summer.  An inversion creation in the lower 200-
metres layer of Antarctic coast is connected with the gravity wind. Above this layer an ordinary
decrease of temperature is observed. The ground inversion is destroyed with weakenning of the
gravity wind in summer, however the value of vertical temperature gradient is not large and it
approaches an isothermal one. A mean capacity in Central Arctica (Pole region) makes up 1.19km in
January and 0.64km in July.

As regards to the vertical distribution of air humidity in Antarctica then a typical feature of it is a
vividly expressed inversion character due to the temperature inversion. The value variation of air
humidity at the Antarctic coast in winter is small in a height– from 1.4 mb at the surface to 0.5 mb at a
height of 3km and in summer it decreases uniformly from 4 mb to 1.2 mb. On the whole, the vertical
distribution of air humidity is in keeping with the air temperature distribution. In winter, the air
humidity in Central Antarctica is extraordinarily small owing to the lowest near surface air
temperature and its value makes up 0.08 mb only. It increases to 0.012 mb at a height of 600m and
slow decrease of it is observed then. In summer, the air humidity changes from 0.3 mb to 0.4 mb
within the altitude range from 0 to 3km and it is similar to humidity values of a wintry period in
Arctica.

It should be noted that an intensive ground inversion of temperature prevents to a great extent the
development of turbulent heat - and water exchange in the lower layers of the atmosphere of polar
regions and especially of Central Antarctica.

3. On contribution of the lower atmospheric layers in the formation of refractive
quantities

Proceeding from stratification peculiarities of the atmospheric lower layers in polar regions the
investigations for the establishment of representation of these layers with the object of reliable
determination of atmospheric corrections by carrying out of the angular and electronic distance
measurements at the low lines of large lengths were realized. Atmospheric models constructed on the
basis of the long-term mean monthly aerological sounding data on a number of Arctic and Antarctic
stations were used as initial materials [13]. The computation programs of astronomic refraction
angle  ρ and atmospheric correction  ∆S into laser distance measurements to satellites by these models
had been worked out. A spherical model of atmosphere was founded in the both cases.

The calculation results are presented for two Antarctic stations only –Mirnyj and Vostok.  Such a
selection was conditioned because the data obtained by the models of Mirnyj station are
representative for corresponding models of the most of coastal Antarctic and Arctic stations which we
had analysed. The Vostok station data describe in general the Antarctic Plateau (Central Antarctica).
For the Mirnyj station the contribution of the lowest and boundary layers of atmosphere in the
formation of the quantities  ρ and  ∆S is preliminary like in the both models and it gives at zenith
distance 75° - 5 and 17% accordingly; it is somewhat greater in winter because in the lowest layer
0.04-0.2km the temperature inversion by intensity 1.2° is existed there and an isothermal stratification
takes place practically in summer. This contribution increases in geometric progression at the large
zenith distances and exceeds 20% and 40% accordingly at Z=89.8°.

As regards of the Vostok station, there exists a more contrast picture here. The contribution of the
boundary layer in the summer model is in keeping with the wintry model contribution of the Mirnyj
station and it is slightly greater owing to the more intensive inversion.



Table 1. Vostok station

Layer: 3,42 km - Layer: 3,42 km -
5,0 11,18 80 3,72 5,0 80

January August

Z°

Contribution, %,  ρ / ∆S ρ″ / ∆S, m Contribution, %,  ρ / ∆S ρ″ / ∆S, m
   75 19,6 /20,3 67,6 /69,0  159,6 / 5,8 14,4 / 5,3 28,9 /20,7  182,1 /  5,8
   88 26,3 /26,5 76,3 /76,9 854,5 /30,8 19,4 / 6,1 37,7 /27,3 1034,6 / 31,1
89,8 46,1 85,5 1625,0 50,8 /21,9 70,1 /52,7 3049,4 / 69,8

The quantities of astronomic refraction and the contribution of the lowest and boundary layers
considerably increase in winter. So, an atmospheric influence on the quantity ρ increases in ∼1.5km
layer in comparison with the summer period and the refraction component amounts to 70% in the near
horizontal zone. The lowest 300-metres layer causes the most considerable contribution. The latter
makes up 14% at zenith distance 75° and exceeds 50% at Z=89.8° which is provoked by
superintensive inversion in this layer. As to ∆S corrections, an influence of ground inversion shows to
a lesser extent here.

4. Analysis of temperature inversion influence on the astronomic refraction angles

In order to estimate an influence of the temperature inversion on the quantity of common astronomic
refraction in the lowest atmospheric layers we made up three atmospheric models for the Vostok
station [12]. Model 1 presents aerological sounding data at the isobaric surfaces and model 2 was
completed by meteorological parameters at standard altitudes in the 4-6km layer. Model 3 was
completed by one-time sounding data every 100m in the lower semi-kilometer layer.

It should be noted that the difference of refraction angles makes up only 0.02″ at Z=75° therefore the
representation of atmospheric stratification at Z<75° may be very generalized. However, the difference
of refraction angles increases essentially at the large zenith distances and it amounts to 40′ in the
horizon. If we take into consideration that the near-ground layer is presented in model 3 only every
100m then, beyond all manner of doubt, by a more detailed and objective reflection of this layer a still
more refraction angles could be obtained and first of all, the lover near-surface layer several tens
metres thick has to be presented in the most detail. Such a representation is necessary not only for the
construction “refraction” models on the Antarctic Plateau but also for other regions of Antarctica and
Arctica. It follows even from the analysis of the temperature gradients measured in the lower 30-
metres layer at the Mizucho station located on the Antarctic Slope [5].

Proceeding from the given peculiarities of atmospheric stratification in Antarctica the seasonal (for
January and July) and mean annual models were worked out on the basis of the aerological sounding
data at the Mirnyj and Vostok stations [8].

With the aim of using suitability of existent tables for the determination of astronomic refraction in
polar regions the Pulkovo refraction tables of the 4th edition and the Kazan observatory ones were
analysed and after 1985 the Pulkovo refraction tables of the 5th edition were examined as well [4,10,
12 etc.]. The mean monthly data of aerological soundings on the five Arctic and ten Antarctic stations
as well as one-time sounding data of different polar stations were used for this purpose.  Astronomic
refraction was calculated both by aerological sounding data and by refraction tables. On the basis of
the analysis of refraction anomalies calculated as differences between refraction angles obtained from
the aerological sounding data and by refraction tables it is necessary to mark out the following (by the
Pulkovo refraction tables of the 5th edition):

• in summer the refraction anomalies do not exceed 0.3″ on absolute value at Z≤ 70° in Arctica
and 0.2 - 0.3″ in Antarctica; in wintry period they amount to 0.2 - 0.3″  on the Antarctic coast
and 0.3 - 0.5″ in Central Antarctica as well as 0.4″ in Arctica. Thus, in summer the refraction



tables ensure determination of astronomic refraction to within 0.3″ practically on all
Antarctica’s territory but in winter the account accuracy goes down two times;

• at zenith distances less than 80° the refraction tables allow to consider the refraction angle to
within 1″;

• neither refraction tables do not ensure the precise determination of astronomic refraction  at
Z>80° in polar regions and  first of all, in Antarctica.

A great amount of investigations of astronomic refraction anomalies at the large zenith distances by
instrumental method was carried out by the observations of the Sun and bright stars on the southern
shore of White Sea, and on Nowaya Zemlya and in other regions [7,9,11]. There was worked out a
principally new technique of astronomic refraction determination in the near horizontal zone by the
observations of the upper and lower solar limbs on the same almucantar which allows to obtain the
most reliable quantities of astronomic refraction angles (anomalies) in the most difficult, from a
standpoint of observations, zone [21].

5. Some results of the terrestrial vertical refraction studies

 On the basis of hourly mean monthly values of global solar radiation, albedo, pressure and air
humidity at the three Antarctic and two Arctic stations the coefficients of vertical refraction were
determined [16]. The pronounced dependence of them on the latitude is observed in daily variation; in
summer the coefficient changes from 0.1 to 0.5 at the Mirnyj station and its levelling takes place at the
Vostok one. In annual variation the refraction coefficient increases approximately three- four times
from summer to winter in all polar regions. Its dependence on earth albedo has been ascertained. So, at
the Mirnyj station located on the surface covered by snow and ice (albedo ∼ 80%) the refraction
coefficient is almost twice as much as that at the Novolazarewskaya station where the albedo does not
exceed 30%. The “periods of quiet images” and corresponding them the coefficients of normal
refraction have been established. So, at the Novolazarewskaya station these periods begin at the Sun
heights in average near 7°, moreover they shift in time from the near midnight intervals in summer to
the near midday ones in winter. The values of normal coefficients exceed essentially the common
ones. The evening “periods of quiet images” comparatively with the morning ones are shifted in time
to sunset, moreover the coefficients values are less approximately by 10% in the morning period. At
the high-latitude stations these periods come at a Sun heights of ∼10-15°. A refraction coefficient
asymmetry is observed here less both in time and in quantity.

  
 Turbulence characteristics and vertical refraction coefficients for January has been determined by
hourly observations of temperature and wind speed at seven levels of the lower 30-metres atmospheric
layer at the Mizucho station [5]. A determination technique of vertical profile of the temperature by
measured a wind profile has been approved as well. The difference between calculated and measured
air temperatures does not exceed 0.2° for the period from 5 to 20 o’clock. During the night period with
increase of temperature inversion these differences amount to 1° at the upper bound of the 30-metres
layer[15].

Numerous experimental investigations of vertical refraction influences on the accuracy of
trigonometric levelling were carried out during the summer periods of 1978-1981 on the four parts of
Barents and Kara coasts of northern and southern islands of Nowaya Zemlya. Both the single and
reciprocal simultaneous measurements of zenith angles were fulfilled on to geodetic points outlying in
average at a distance 10-12km. By the results of meteorological observations the vertical gradients of
temperature γt and air humidity γe were determined and the mean integral gradients γt  and γe  were
calculated. The transition periods from normal air stratification to inversion one and conversely were
investigated. A correlation degree between meteorological and mean integral gradients was
analysed[14].

On the basis of comparison of measured and calculated coefficients of vertical refraction for the
mentioned periods it was established that the change rate of isothermal layer with a height is almost



half as much than at the middle latitudes and it makes up about 35 metres an hour [19]. It should be
noted that in summer over the mountain stone plots and particularly over a stony tundra the
considerable turbulence develops in the lower ground air layers at the close to midday hours. Under
such conditions the technique of accounting of vertical refraction by the fluctuation of images of
aperture sights was approved, which allowed to double the accuracy of trigonometric levelling [3].

The realized investigations allowed:
• to elaborate a calculation technique of refraction coefficients for a certain period and a concrete

region;
• to establish the most suitable periods of geodetic measurements from the standpoint of

refraction influence in polar regions;
• to work out new methods of determination and accounting of the vertical refraction [1,20].  

6. On distribution of the electromagnetic wave refraction index

The principal error of distances measurements by microwave- and laser rangefinders and
radionavigation systems is caused by the propagation inconstancy of refraction air-index both in space
and in time. The nature of refraction index propagation in polar regions has some peculiar properties in
comparison with the middle and low latitudes. Refraction index modules for light NS waves and ultra-
short NR ones were calculated for standard heights levels up to 3km from the earth surface for each
month of the 11 polar stations [6]. The ratio NR< NS predominates in polar regions, and in particular in
Antarctica, in contrast to another regions where the refraction index of ultra-short waves is much
greater. The most stable difference ∆N= NR - NS  is observed in Central Antarctica and its annual
amplitude (A) does not exceed 3 units of N. At the Antarctic coast zone the value  ∆N is positive in
January and February only and A≤12. In Arctic regions the ratio NR> NS is being observed from June
till September and annual amplitude of ∆N amounts to 30 units of N. A daily variation of refraction
index both light-  and ultra-short  waves is not large, a maximal amplitude falls in the autumn period in
Arctica and in the spring period in Antarctica (by the data of Mirnyj station) and it does not exceed 6-8
units of N.

On the basis of the distribution analysis of quantities NR and NS  it follows  that the change of refraction
index is in general close to the linear law in summer. In winter a deflection of linear regularity is
insignificant in Coast Antarctica and Arctica but it is highly essential in Central Antarctica and
amounts to 30 units of N in the lower semi-kilometer air layer. The quick decrease of refraction index
in height caused by superintensive temperature inversion (it amounts to 45 units of N in the lower 300-
metres atmospheric layer in July – August at the Vostok station) gives an error into the results of laser
distance measurements to satellites from 6cm at the zenith point to18cm at Z=75° in comparison with
the Marini-Murray model [22].

7. On the influence degree of air humidity at the microwave distance measurements

For the establishment of the influence degree of air humidity both by the ground microwave distance
measurements and GPS observations∗ in polar regions the following investigations were realized
[17,18]. After the meteorological parameters of separate stations the ensemble-averaged values of
atmospheric pressure P, temperature t and water vapour pressure  e  were calculated for the three
Antarctica’s regions (tabl. 2):

___________________________________________________________________________
∗ Taking into consideration that the network of GPS permanent stations is now in Antarctica and
yearly GPS campaigns acquire more and more prevalence (Ukrainian station “Academician
Vernadskyj” participated in 1998), two VLBI stations are working permanently and SLR stations are
getting ready for permanent observations and it becomes evident that problem of detail investigation
of the atmospheric influence peculiarities on the results of such observations is exceptionally topical
in this region.



• Central Antarctica (after data of  Vostok station, the altitude above see-level is equal  3488 m);
• Antarctic coast zone (11 stations, the average altitude makes up 28 m);
• Antarctic Peninsula  (24 stations, the average altitude amounts 12 m);

It should be noted that water vapour pressure in Antarctica is much less than in other continents. At
the same time to measure it directly it is very complicated and sometimes impossible. Using mean-
statistical humidity characteristics for the determination of refraction index at microwave radio
distance measurements may cause a refraction index error from 2⋅10-6 in Central Antarctica to 25⋅10-6

at the Antarctic Peninsula and may increase the relative error of line measurement from 1:500 000 to
1:40 000.

If to proceed from the assumption that the air humidity it is necessary to determine with accuracy
which should ensure the calculation accuracy of refractive index to within 2⋅10-6,  it is possible to
achieve of it by means of the measured air temperature with the help of the functional dependence:

 e’=P/622(a + bt + ct2)

Table 2. Accuracy characteristics of refraction index determination for ultra-short waves

Region t, °C P, mb ?, mb ?′, mb δe eN ∂∂ δN

Summer (January) / Winter (July)
Central

Antarctica
 -32.6 /
 -67.6

  633.4 /
   621.7

  0.29 /
  0.00

0.47 /
-

  -0.18 /
-

6.37 /
   8.74

1.1 /
-

Antarctic coast
zone

   -1.6 /
 -20.4

  990.4 /
   988.6

  3.67 /
  0.94

3.97 /
   0.65

-0.30 /
  +0.29

4.99 /
   5.77

1.5 /
   1.7

Antarctic
Peninsula

  +0.9 /
   -8.4

  990.8 /
   993.5

  5.39 /
  2.78

 4.73 /
   2.26

+0.66 /
  +0.52

 4.90 /
   5.26

   3.2 /
   2.7

where, ? = 2.789, b = 0.192, ? = 0.0037 – coefficients obtained from twice measurements daily of
water vapour fraction of total mass during three summer and three wintry months at the Mirnyj
station. Calculation error of humidity δe  is a difference between initial (mean-statistical) humidity
quantity and the calculated one by the above formula. For the establishment of the error influence δ?

on the determination precision of refractive index the differential dependence eN ∂∂  (in N-units) was
obtained for each region for January and July. The error δN of the calculated refractive index is
determined by product ( eN ∂∂ )δ?.

The obtained results show that indirect determination of humidity for radiogeodetic measurements
ensure the calculation accuracy of refractive index not less than 2⋅10-6 on all Antarctic territory except
for Antarctic Peninsula. For Arctic the error δ?  make up depending on year season and region the
following:

• in the western sector of Russian Arctic the error δ? makes up 0.4-0.5 mb in summer and 0.3 mb
in winter;

• in Central Arctic these values makes up 0.3 and 0.2 mb.
One of the main errors owing to incorrect determination of refractive index n in the line of radio wave
propagation consists in replacement integral mean temperaturet  and humidity? values by the
average ones ( ) 221 ttt +=  and ( ) 221 eee +=  from measurements on the last points of the line.
The errors due to inequality t andt, ? and? were analysed by means of meteorological observation
data at the Mizucho station. The high-altitude profiles of temperature and humidity were determined
for an arbitrary chosen line with ray height to 30m. The temperature profile was approximated by
logarithmic dependence and humidity was calculated after the above formula. The relative errors ∆S/S
obtained by the average monthly (January) values of measured temperatures for the different periods
of day and night are given in table 3.



Table 3. Relative errors ∆S / S

Local time
Notation

1 5 9 13 17 21
∆St  / S ⋅ 10-6 1,8 0,4 0,4 0,3 0,0 1,1
∆Se  / S ⋅ 10-6 0,1 0,0 0,2 0,3 0,0 0,5

Thus, for the mentioned conditions the difference t -t causes the determination error of refractive
index  2⋅10-6 at the night time and it must be taken into account for precise measurements. The
difference ?-? may be disregarded. The worked out technique of the refraction index determination
on the basis of the carried out investigations enables an increase in the accuracy of geodetic
measurements in polar regions.
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